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Deutsche Hospitality launches a WeChat presence in China 
 

 

Frankfurt am Main, 24 August 2017 

This month has seen Deutsche Hospitality open up an account with WeChat in China. WeChat 

is one of the country’s leading mobile communication platforms and is used on a daily basis by 

more than 900 million smart phone owners. The app provides instant messaging and social 

media functions alongside numerous other services such as mobile payment. 

WeChat has also become an integral part of the world of work, where it is increasingly replacing 

written correspondence and e-mail. Deutsche Hospitality is using a new B2B channel to 

address its business customers in China and to focus more sharply on the Chinese outbound 

travel industry. This enables tour operators and travel agencies to receive the latest news about 

Deutsche Hospitality at first hand. Chinese language information about the group’s hotels and 

offers is also sent directly to their mobile end devices. The Deutsche Hospitality WeChat 

channel may be accessed via the following link: http://bit.ly/2vo725u. 

Chinese contacts are initially being provided with details about the Steigenberger and 

IntercityHotel branded hotels that are taking part in the China Selection Programme. This is a 

particular service tailored to the needs of Chinese guests. It features an extensive package of 

amenities such as Chinese TV channels, payment via UnionPay card and certain foods and 

beverages. Further contents of the WeChat channel include Deutsche Hospitality news that is of 

interest to the Chinese market. 

Deutsche Hospitality has maintained a presence on Sina Weibo, the largest microblogging site 

in China, for over two years. The two B2C channels Steigenberger Hotels and Resorts and 

IntercityHotel have been extremely successful in terms of targeting current and potential guests. 

Both inspiration and information are offered by presenting hotels and destinations on an 

ongoing basis. 

China is one of the growth regions which forms an object of Deutsche Hospitality’s current 

focus, whilst the group’s hotels outside the People’s Republic are also proving massively 

popular with Chinese guests. Involvement on WeChat and Sina Weibo represents a significant 

step in terms of continuing to raise the presence and profile on the Chinese market. 

http://bit.ly/2vo725u
https://www.deutschehospitality.com/en/press-office/press-releases/15092016
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Current press information is available in our press portal. 
 
 
Deutsche Hospitality brings together three separate hotel brands – Steigenberger Hotels and Resorts has 60 

hotels housed in historic traditional buildings and lively city residences and also offers health and beauty oases set at 

the very heart of nature. Jaz in the City branded hotels reflect metropolitan lifestyle and draw upon the local music 

and cultural scene. The first Jaz hotel opened in Amsterdam in 2015. And IntercityHotel offers more than 40 upper 

mid-range urban hotels, all of which are located within easy walking distance of railway stations or airports. A further 

26 hotels are currently at the development stage. This means that the Deutsche Hospitality portfolio currently 

encompasses a total of 130 hotels on three continents. 
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